
 

A Sound Leisure Digital Nostalgia Jukebox 
£5,450.00 plus VAT 

 

 

 

Dimensions 

Width = 950mm 

Height = 1515 mm 

Depth = 650 mm 

Weight = 130 kg 

 

Over the past 3 decades Sound leisure’s range of vinyl and Classic CD Nostalgia Jukeboxes have become synonymous 

with quality and craftsmanship. Now for the first time this classic cabinet has been manufactured to house Sound 

Leisure’s unbeatable range of digital technologies. The re-engineered cabinet has been updated to include a bespoke 6 

way speaker system that when married to the 4 Channel digital Amplifier, produces a thunderous sound. In addition to 

the latest PC technology and stunning sound, the lighting has been updated to include the ‘Diamond Pack’ LED 

lighting system. Specially designed in-house at Sound Leisure this system is low heat, low watt and SUPER BRIGHT 

for maximum effect! The popular ‘Date Search’ facility allows customers to view the Official Singles Charts on any 

date from 1960 to the current date just by tapping in the relevant date on screen! 

 

The Best of Both Worlds 

The Digital Nostalgia Jukebox allows your venue to benefit from not only the latest UK Chart music available, but a 

wide range of genres and classic albums too! 

 

What’s more, The cabinet is made with the same care and attention to detail as our range of Classic Jukeboxes. Fully 

hand built one piece cabinet, bubble tubes encased in tough acrylic (the same as used on police riot shields) and solid 

metal and chromed castings! 

 

30,000 internal tracks including the Official UK Top 40 Singles Charts and the Official Uk Top 10 Albums Charts. 

The Dynamic Photo Display allows you to upload photographs via a memory stick and display them as images on the 

touchscreen. Great advertising! 

Select which tracks users are able to play. Keep your venue free from inapropriate of offenceive material. This works 

with both internal and on demand tracks. 

 

AND THERE IS MORE... 

Integrated pub quiz & bingo applications // diverse on-screen advertising features // programmable ‘What’s On’ event 

diary // advert wizard for football, rugby and cricket matches (including team Logo’s) accessed through a secure 

managers menu to control jukebox features… 





 


